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Hello,

I am pleased to announce you the birth of a new Xoops module, userpage

What is userpage ?
With userpage, your registred users can create their own page (for example their biography).
Once they have created their page, it can be viewed by other users (and it can be commented
too)

Complete features list
- Users can create their own page
- Users can see someone else page and a list of all the pages
- You can activate RSS feeds to list the recent pages
- For each user's page, you have a printable and a Pdf version.
- The module gives you 3 blocks : Last pages, Top viewed pages, Random pages
- The 3 blocks provide you an "on the fly" method so that you can use the blocks as many times
as you want
- Users pages can be commented
- In the module's options, you can select if you want to activate Html, RSS feeds (and the text's
length), you can also select the date's format and you can select to use kiovi.

Limitations
For this moment users can only create one page

Download and installation
You can download this new Xoops module on my personnal website
Once downloaded and copyed on your website, install it as any other Xoops module.

Support
Use this forum to post your bugs reports and suggestions

Translations
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http://www.herve-thouzard.com/modules/mydownloads/singlefile.php?cid=6&lid=145
http://www.herve-thouzard.com/modules/newbbex/viewforum.php?forum=30
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The module is available in french and in english.
If you translate this module in your mother tongue, please send me the translation to herve at
frxoops.org

Notes
Redistribution of this module on mirror sites like Sourceforge is not permittted !
The module should runs with Xoops 2.0 and Xoops 2.2 (even if I did not tested this last one)
For this moment, this module is in beta stage, so please don't use it on a production website
until it is declared as stable.

Bye,
Hervé
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Bye,
Hervé
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